Original and Distinctive Illustrations are an Incentive to Interesting Reading

POSSELT'S TEXTILE JOURNAL
Contains every month More Original Illustrations of Practical Value and Interesting Reading Matter than any other Textile Publication.

DICTIONARY OF WEAVES
(The Most Important Addition to Textile Literature Published.)

Dictionary, is a collection of weaves taken from fabrics met with in the market, and covers Cotton, Wool, Worsted and Silk. Complete, it will contain over 30,000 (different) practical weaves.

"DICTIONARY OF WEAVES"

Part I. A collection of all popular Weaves (over 2000 Weaves) from "Four" to and including "Nine" Harness.

Weaves are conveniently arranged for handy use, with full data as to the number of harnesses and picks in the repeat of the design i.e. pattern.

Bound in Cloth and Gold. Sent to any address here or abroad for $2.00. Postage Prepaid, Delivery Guaranteed.

The Greatest Work on Fabric Structure ever published.

Send for the Book at once—it will save you labor, and repay you the small outlay a thousand fold.

ADDRESS: E. A. POSSELT, Publisher, Philadelphia.